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SUMMARY 15 

Research over the past decade has established the gustatory insular cortex (GC) as a model 16 

for studying how primary sensory cortices integrate multiple sensory, affective and cognitive 17 

signals. This integration occurs through time varying patterns of neural activity. Selective silencing 18 

of GC activity during specific temporal windows provided evidence for GC’s role in mediating 19 

taste palatability and expectation. Recent results also suggest that this area may play a role in 20 

decision making.  However, existing data are limited to GC involvement in controlling the timing 21 

of stereotyped, orofacial reactions to aversive tastants during consumption. Here we present 22 

electrophysiological, chemogenetic and optogenetic results demonstrating the key role of GC in 23 

the execution of a taste-guided, reward-directed decision making task. Mice were trained in a taste-24 

based, two-alternative choice task, in which they had to associate tastants sampled from a central 25 

spout with different actions (i.e., licking either a left or a right spout). Stimulus sampling and action 26 

were separated by a delay period.  Electrophysiological recordings of single units revealed 27 

chemosensory processing during the sampling period and the emergence of task-related, cognitive 28 

signals during the delay period. Chemogenetic silencing of GC impaired task performance. 29 

Optogenetic silencing of GC allowed us to tease apart the contribution of activity during the 30 

sampling and the delay periods. While silencing during the sampling period had no effect, 31 

silencing during the delay period significantly impacted behavioral performance, demonstrating 32 

the importance of the cognitive signals processed by GC during this temporal window in driving 33 

decision making.    34 

Altogether, our data highlight a novel role of GC in controlling taste-guided, reward-35 

directed choices and actions. 36 

 37 

 Keywords: gustatory cortex, decision making, temporal dynamics, licking  38 
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INTRODUCTION 39 

The gustatory cortex (GC), a subregion of the insular cortex, has traditionally been 40 

investigated for its function in processing taste identity [1].  In the past decade, studies in alert 41 

animals significantly changed the classic view, establishing a role for GC in dynamically 42 

representing affective, multisensory and cognitive signals associated with the experience of eating 43 

[2-4]. Time varying patterns of firing activity in GC are important for the perception and learning 44 

of taste value [5-7], for multisensory integration in the context of flavor and taste expectation [8-45 

12], and for guiding food-directed behaviors on the basis of food-predictive cues [13-15].  46 

Recent experiments indicated that GC may also be involved in mediating decisions based 47 

on gustatory cues. Electrophysiological recordings and optogenetic manipulations in rats 48 

consuming tastants demonstrated that GC activity is instructive of ingestive decisions [16]. Indeed, 49 

sudden changes in ensemble activity occurring during the time course of a response correlated with 50 

and determined the onset of gapes – aversive reactions aimed at expelling highly unpalatable 51 

tastants [16]. The function of GC is not limited to naturalistic consummatory decisions involving 52 

stereotyped, orofacial reactions to aversive tastants. Single unit recordings in an operant task 53 

classically used to study perceptual decision making (i.e., a taste-based, two-alternative choice task 54 

[2-AC]) suggested that neurons in GC may encode taste-guided, reward-directed choices and 55 

actions [17]. However, the extent to which activity in GC contributes to driving reward-directed 56 

choices in a 2-AC task is currently unknown. Furthermore, it is not established whether GC 57 

contributes to decision making by exclusively representing chemosensory information (i.e. sensory 58 

evidence necessary for decisions), or by encoding also cognitive variables such as planning for 59 

specific behavioral choices and actions.  60 

In this study, we addressed these unresolved issues by recording and manipulating GC 61 

activity in the context of a taste-based, two-alternative choice task optimized for the investigation 62 

of sensory and task-related variables. We designed a 2-AC task in which pairs of gustatory stimuli 63 

of opposite categories (sweets and bitters) sampled from a central spout were rewarded with water 64 

delivered at two lateral spouts.  The task featured a delay period, specifically introduced to better 65 

resolve activity anticipating decisions and actions [18]. We recorded GC neurons’ spiking activity 66 

in well trained, head-restrained mice. Analysis of single unit and population activity revealed a 67 

progression from chemosensory coding to the representation of task-related variables. Specifically, 68 

we observed that GC neurons encode information about the action-predictive value of tastants, and 69 
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about planning of an imminent behavioral choice during the delay period. The behavioral 70 

significance of this task-related activity was validated with optogenetic silencing of GC, which 71 

demonstrated that interfering with activity during the delay epoch, but not taste sampling, 72 

significantly reduced behavioral performance. 73 

 Our results show that GC neurons dynamically encode multiple variables associated with 74 

a perceptual decision making task, and demonstrate that activity during the period preceding a 75 

taste-guided, reward-directed choice is instructive of behavior. This evidence significantly changes 76 

our understanding of the function of GC in taste, demonstrating its role as a key node for gustatory 77 

decision making. 78 

 79 

 80 

RESULTS 81 

Performance in a taste-based, two-alternative choice task  82 

We trained head-restrained mice to perform a taste-based, two-alternative choice (2-AC; 83 

Figure 1) task in which sensation (i.e. sampling of taste stimuli) and action (i.e. lick left or right 84 

spout for reward) are separated by a delay epoch (~ 2 s) (Figure 1B). Mice were trained to sample 85 

2 µl of one out of four taste stimuli (sucrose [100 mM], quinine [0.5 mM], maltose [300 mM] and 86 

sucrose octaacetate [0.5 mM]) delivered from a central spout at each trial, and to associate pairs of 87 

tastants with different actions (Figure 1A-B). After a delay epoch, initiated by the retraction of 88 

the center spout, two lateral spouts advanced and mice could lick towards the left or right lateral 89 

spout to receive a small drop of water reward (3 µl). Mice were trained to associate sucrose (S) 90 

and quinine (Q) with reward from the left spout, and maltose (M) and sucrose octaacetate (SO) 91 

with reward from the right spout. In this configuration, each action (left or right lick) was paired 92 

with two tastants with opposite hedonic value and different taste quality, rendering mice unable to 93 

solve the task by simply generalizing for taste palatability or quality.  94 

Upon learning the task, mice showed no bias in the performance. The average duration of 95 

the sampling (i.e. the time during which a mouse licked the central spout to sample the tastant) 96 

was 0.50 ± 0.02 s, the average licking frequency was 8.65 ± 0.16 Hz. No significant difference in 97 

sampling duration or licking frequency was observed for the four tastants (n = 16, one-way 98 

ANOVA, for sampling duration, F(3,60) = 0.12, p = 0.94, Figure 1C; for licking frequency, 99 

F(3,60) = 0.04, p = 0.99). The reaction time for left trials (measured as the interval between the 100 
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last lick for the center spout and the first lick for a lateral spout) was comparable to that for right 101 

trials (n = 16, 2.02 ± 0.04 s vs 1.95 ± 0.03s, student’s t-test, t(30) =1.25, p = 0.21, Figure 1D), and 102 

mice showed similar licking duration and frequency to each lateral spouts (n = 16, left vs right, 103 

duration:1.04 ± 0.03 s vs 0.97 ± 0.06 s, student’s t-test, t(30) = 0.90, p = 0.37, Figure 1E; frequency: 104 

7.22 ± 0.15 vs 7.44 ± 0.38 Hz, student’s t-test, t(30) = -1.06, p = 0.30), indicating lack of any lateral 105 

bias. Finally, mice showed similar behavioral performance for each of the four tastants (n = 16, 106 

one-way ANOVA, F(3,60) = 1.5, p = 0.22, Figure 1F), denoting that they could learn the 107 

contingency for each tastant, and further confirming the absence of any bias toward one or more 108 

specific tastants used in the task. 109 

 110 

Taste classification during sampling and delay epochs 111 

Single unit spiking activity was recorded with movable bundles of 8 tetrodes unilaterally 112 

implanted in GC of mice performing the 2-AC task at criterion (Supplementary Figure 1A). 113 

Neural activity, licking activity as well as orofacial movements were simultaneously recorded. 114 

Given the involvement of GC in representing taste [19, 20], we first analyzed activity evoked by 115 

S, Q, M, and SO during the sampling epoch. Spiking activity was aligned to the first lick at the 116 

central spout (time 0, detection of the taste, Figure 2A), and analyzed for a 500 ms temporal 117 

window (sampling epoch; Figure 2A). As expected, a sizable portion of GC neurons changed their 118 

firing rate following the licking of a gustatory stimulus and had significantly different responses 119 

to the four tastants (Figure 2B). Specifically, we observed that 33.6% (72/214) of recorded 120 

neurons were modulated by at least one of the four tastants (Figure 2C). Of these taste responsive 121 

neurons, 73.6% (53/72) were modulated by S, 63.8% (46/72) by Q, 84.7% (61/72) by M and 66.7% 122 

(48/72) by SO (Figure 2D). 123 

Gustatory processing in GC is dynamic, and evidence from the literature suggests that 124 

responses may persist or emerge beyond the initial 500 ms sampling epoch [5]. To begin assessing 125 

the temporal dynamics of gustatory processing, we performed a population decoding analysis 126 

across sampling and delay epochs.  We found that taste decoding was more accurate in the 127 

sampling epoch (0-0.5 s) compared to the later part of the delay epoch (1.5-2.5 s), indicating that 128 

taste decoding accuracy slightly decays during the delay (n  = 181, see methods, decoding 129 

accuracy: 0.61 ± 0.01 in sampling epoch, 0.59 ± 0.01 and 0.57 ± 0.01 in the delay epoch; one-way 130 

ANOVA, F(2, 27) = 4.8, p = 0.016; post hoc Tukey’s HSD test, p <0.05, Figure 2E). In addition, 131 
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we constructed confusion matrices for population decoding and characterized the classification 132 

performance for each taste. We found that compared to the sampling epoch or the first part of the 133 

delay (0.5-1.5 s), the decoder made more mistakes between tastants associated with the same 134 

actions (i.e. S and Q trials or M and SO trials) in the later part of the delay (1.5-2.5 s; Figure 2F). 135 

This observation suggests that neural activity evoked by tastants associated with the same action 136 

converges during the late phase of the delay epoch. To visualize temporal dynamics of population 137 

activity, we applied a principal component analysis (PCA, Figure 2G). Visual inspection of the 138 

trajectories of taste-evoked temporal dynamics reveals that S- and Q-evoked activity converged to 139 

the same small region in the PC space at the end of the delay (blue spot, Figure 2G), and that M- 140 

and SO-evoked activity converged to a distinct spot in the PC space (red spot, Figure 2G). The 141 

Euclidean distance in PC space between S- and Q-evoked activity or between M- and SO-evoked 142 

activity gradually decreased in the delay epoch (0.5 -2.5 s, Figure 2H). To confirm that activity 143 

becomes more similar for pairs of tastants associated with the same actions, we computed the 144 

pairwise distance in normalized firing rates evoked by each taste for each neuron (n = 214, see 145 

method). The distance for firing activity evoked by pairs of tastants associated with the same 146 

actions gradually decreased – reflecting an increase in the similarity of the responses. In contrast, 147 

the distance for pairs of tastants associated with the same taste quality (sweet vs bitter) gradually 148 

increased (Figure 2I).   149 

Altogether, these data demonstrate that in the context of a perceptual decision making task, 150 

taste processing is not restricted to the sampling epoch, but continues throughout the delay period, 151 

and that GC categorizes tastants according to different criteria in different epochs. As time 152 

progresses, GC shifts from coding the chemosensory identity of tastants to firing more similarly 153 

for stimuli anticipating the same action.  154 

 155 

Action-related activity in the delay epoch 156 

To further investigate neural activity during the delay epoch and identify neurons 157 

responsible for the changes seen in confusion matrices and pairwise distances, we computed each 158 

neuron’s preference for firing in anticipation of correct left or correct right licking using a receiver 159 

operating characteristic (ROC) analysis (see methods, [21]). A large group of neurons (41.6% of 160 

all recorded neurons, 89/214) showed a significant direction preference in their firing (Figure 3B), 161 

with 57.3% (51/89) and 42.7% (38/89) of neurons having preference for the anticipation of 162 
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leftward and rightward licking, respectively (Figure 3C-D). Figure 3B shows raster plots and 163 

PSTHs for two representative neurons, one with higher firing rate during the delay epoch in left 164 

trials (Neuron #1, leftward preference), and the other showing higher firing rate for right trials 165 

(Neuron #2, rightward preference). Direction selective firing could begin at any time during the 166 

delay period - i.e., from 2 seconds prior, to the moment of the lateral lick - as shown in the color 167 

coded population PSTH in Figure 3D. Inspection of the average direction preference for left and 168 

right trials (white traces superimposed to the color plot in Figure 3D) revealed that direction 169 

selectivity peaks right before the animal licks the lateral spouts.  170 

To determine whether these direction-selective neurons carried information regarding the 171 

chemosensory identity of specific tastants, we compared firing rates for S vs Q trials (left trials) or 172 

for M vs SO trials (right trials; Figure 3E). We found that 38.2% (34/89) of the neurons with 173 

significant direction preference also showed significant taste selectivity during the delay epoch 174 

(Figure 3F; gray dots). Plot of the maximum value for taste selectivity against the absolute value 175 

of direction preference revealed that the activity of the majority of neurons, 74.1% (66/89), was 176 

more strongly modulated by the anticipated direction of licking than by the chemosensory identity 177 

of the tastant (Figure 3F).   178 

In principle, direction selective activity could be evoked either by the tastants (and reflect 179 

a taste recategorization according to each stimulus’ predictive value), by internal signals pertaining 180 

to the preparation/planning of a specific action or by a combination of both.  To investigate these 181 

possibilities, we analyzed responses for correct and error trials for the same pairs of cues (e.g., 182 

correct: S and Q →left lick; error: S and Q → right lick).  If GC was involved exclusively in taste 183 

recategorization, activity would depend just on gustatory cues, hence failing to differentiate error 184 

and correct trials. On the contrary, delay activity related to action planning would allow for the 185 

classification of correct and error trials for the same gustatory cues. A decoding analysis (Figure 186 

3G) revealed that the delay activity in the population of neurons with direction selectivity can 187 

indeed differentiate between correct and error trials. Classification of correct and errors peaked 188 

short after the action (peak accuracy = 0.94, 0.25 s after lateral licking), but was already significant 189 

in the delay period (-0.5 to 0 s, permutation test with p <0.001). This classification performance 190 

was related to neurons with comparable direction preference regardless of the gustatory cue (grey 191 

shading in Figure 3H), like the one shown in Figure 3J. Not all direction selective neurons 192 

behaved like the one in Figure 3J; some neurons represented pairwise similarities between S and 193 
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Q (or M and SO) regardless of action (unshaded area in Figure 3H, and Supplementary Figure 194 

2A) indicating that GC can also represent taste recategorization and hence adopt a mixed coding 195 

scheme.  196 

Direction preference and preparatory activity in the delay epoch may be related to specific 197 

orofacial movements anticipating left and right licking. To address this, we analyzed videos of the 198 

orofacial region during the delay period. Visual inspection of traces extracted from the video 199 

analysis (Supplementary Figure 3B-C) suggest that preparatory movements during the delay 200 

epoch were similar for left and right trials. ROC analysis confirmed that orofacial activity in left 201 

and right trials during the delay period was comparable for all the sessions analyzed 202 

(Supplementary Figure 3D). Thus, it is unlikely that the neural activity during the delay epoch 203 

relates to differences in orofacial movements. 204 

Altogether, the results reveal that during the delay epoch a large fraction of GC neurons 205 

can show firing rate modulations in anticipation of a specific licking direction. At the population 206 

level, delay activity can differentiate between correct and error trials – a pattern that is consistent 207 

with action preparation and planning. In addition, a portion of neurons with direction selectivity 208 

can encode taste and taste recategorization. Together, these findings confirm the existence of task-209 

related activity during the delay period and suggest that GC multiplexes information related to 210 

taste recategorization and action planning.   211 

 212 

Involvement of GC in the performance of a taste-based 2-AC task 213 

Recent experimental evidence highlights that neural activity recorded in multiple brain 214 

regions, including sensory and motor cortices, correlates with movement and goal-directed 215 

behavior [22-24]. However, not all areas are instrumental for performing the task [22].  To evaluate 216 

whether the modulation of activity described above is necessary to optimally perform a taste-based 217 

2-AC task, we silenced the GC using two experimental strategies. First, we adopted a 218 

chemogenetic approach.  Adeno-associated viral (AAV) constructs (AAV8-hSyn-hM4Di-219 

mCherry) carrying the inhibitory Gi-DREADD (hM4Di) were bilaterally injected into GC (Figure 220 

4A, Supplementary Figure 1B). Neurons expressing hM4Di can be silenced by clozapine N-221 

oxide (CNO) [25].  In our experimental conditions, intraperitoneal injection of CNO (10 mg/kg), 222 

but not saline (0.9%; control) significantly impaired behavioral performance (fraction of correct 223 

trials, saline vs CNO: 0.82 ± 0.02 vs 0.69 ± 0.03, paired t-test, t(5) = 3.26, p = 0.02, Figure 4B left 224 
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panel). In contrast, CNO did not affect the performance in a separate group of mice that received 225 

an injection of a control viral construct (AAV8-hSyn-mCherry) lacking the inhibitory Gi-226 

DREADD (CNO vs saline; 0.80 ± 0.02 vs 0.79 ± 0.02, paired t-test, t(4) = 0.36, p = 0.74, Figure 227 

4B right panel). These results indicate that GC activity is required to perform the taste-based 2-228 

AC task.  229 

GC could be involved in mediating the performance of a 2-AC task for either its role in 230 

representing taste identity – a process predominantly happening during the sampling epoch – or 231 

for its ability to process task-related variables such as recategorization of tastants and action 232 

planning – both occurring during the delay epoch. To investigate this, we employed an optogenetic 233 

approach to transiently inhibit the GC during different epochs. AAV constructs (AAV5-EF1α-234 

DIO-ChR2-EYFP) carrying Cre-dependent channelrhodopsin-2 (DIO-ChR2) were injected 235 

bilaterally into the GC of PV-Cre mice, resulting in the expression of ChR2 in parvalbumin (PV) 236 

expressing inhibitory neurons (Figure 4C, Supplementary Figure 1C). Optical stimulation of PV 237 

neurons is widely used to inhibit cortical circuits [18, 26-28]. Bilateral photoinhibition of GC over 238 

the sampling epoch did not significantly affect task performance (no stimulation [none] vs light 239 

stimulation [light], 0.77 ± 0.01 vs 0.74 ± 0.02, paired t-test, t(10) = 1.12, p = 0.29, Figure 4D), nor 240 

sampling duration and reaction time (Supplementary Figure 4B-C). In contrast, bilateral 241 

photoinhibition of GC during the delay epoch significantly reduced the performance (no 242 

stimulation [none] vs light stimulation [light], 0.78 ± 0.01 vs 0.64 ± 0.02, t(11) = 5.10, p < 0.001, 243 

Figure 4E) and slightly increased reaction time (1.96 ± 0.02 vs 2.03 ± 0.02, t(11) = 2.94, p = 0.01, 244 

Supplementary Figure 4F). In a second group of PV-Cre mice where only EYFP was expressed 245 

in GC PV neurons,  there was no change in performance following light stimulation during either 246 

the sampling or the delay epoch (sampling epoch: 0.82 ± 0.02 vs 0.83 ± 0.01, paired t-test, t(11) = -247 

0.23, p = 0.82; delay epoch: 0.83 ± 0.01 vs 0.85 ± 0.02, paired t-test, t(11) = -1.03, p = 0.33, Figure 248 

4D-E). 249 

Altogether, these results demonstrate that GC is required for properly performing a taste-250 

based 2-AC task, and that task performance is affected by silencing activity in the delay period, 251 

but not in the sampling epoch.  252 

 253 

 254 

DISCUSSION 255 
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The results presented here demonstrate the involvement of GC in a taste-guided, reward-256 

directed decision making task. We trained mice in a taste-based 2-AC. Subjects had to sample 257 

from a central spout one out of four tastants (S, Q, M, SO) randomly selected at each trial, wait 258 

during a delay period and respond by licking one of two lateral spouts. Mice were trained to lick 259 

left in response to S and Q, or right in response to M and SO; correct responses were rewarded 260 

with water. The separation of sampling, delay and response in distinct epochs allowed us to study 261 

the temporal evolution of neural activity and its relationship to the task. We found that GC neurons 262 

represent gustatory information and task-related variables. Taste processing was not limited to the 263 

sampling epoch, but continued throughout the delay period, shifting from representing the 264 

chemical identity of tastants to representing their predictive value (lick left or right). This change 265 

in similarity of responses to S, Q, M and SO is consistent with the notion that GC dynamically 266 

recategorizes tastants according to the action they predict. Analysis of activity during the delay 267 

epoch showed that in addition to processing taste, GC neurons fired in anticipation of a licking 268 

direction, with some neurons selectively anticipating either left or right licks. Decoding analysis 269 

of correct and error trials revealed that activity in GC was not just linked to taste recategorization, 270 

but also to action preparation and planning. Indeed, responses to the same tastants differentiated 271 

correct from error trials during the delay epoch. Altogether, these recordings show that while 272 

activity in the sampling period is mostly linked to chemosensory processing, activity in the delay 273 

period reflects a recategorization of gustatory cues and preparation for a specific behavioral 274 

response. To test for the behavioral role of GC and its neural activity during the different epochs, 275 

we relied on chemogenetic and optogenetic manipulations. Silencing of GC with inhibitory 276 

DREADD led to a reduction in the overall performance, with fewer correct responses. Temporally 277 

restricted silencing of GC (by optogenetic activation of GABAergic neurons) demonstrated that 278 

silencing during the delay period significantly reduced task performance, while interfering with 279 

activity during the sampling epoch had no visible impact on behavior. Taken together, we 280 

demonstrated that the contribution of GC in a decision making task is largely due to the integration 281 

of perceptual and cognitive signals rather than just sensory processing.  This result goes against 282 

classic views of cortical taste processing and emphasizes the role of GC in driving behavior.   283 

 284 

Temporal dynamics in GC 285 
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A well-established model of taste processing posits that GC represents taste through time 286 

varying modulations in spiking activity. In its original instantiation, this model describes the 287 

evolution of taste responses through three distinct temporal epochs unfolding over a few seconds 288 

from the delivery of a tastant [5]. The first epoch (somatosensory) lasts a few hundred milliseconds 289 

after stimulus onset and corresponds to the general tactile sensation of tastants contacting the 290 

tongue. The second epoch (chemosensory) starts after the first, lasts about a second and 291 

corresponds to a phase in which taste qualities are maximally differentiated. The third epoch 292 

(palatability) begins about a second after stimulus delivery and relates to the processing of taste 293 

palatability. This coding scheme has been further refined through trial-by-trial ensemble analyses 294 

and has been extensively validated by experimental evidence in rats and mice [6, 7, 16, 29, 30].  295 

Alas, one of the limitations of this model has been its exclusive reliance on experiments in which 296 

rodents consume tastants that are flushed directly into the oral cavity through a surgically 297 

implanted intraoral cannula. Our experiments reaffirm and significantly expand this body of work, 298 

demonstrating that temporal multiplexing can be observed also in the context of mice engaged in 299 

a decision making task that relies on licking. We observed that chemosensation gave way to 300 

recategorization and action planning as activity progressed from the sampling through the delay 301 

epoch. Taste recategorization consisted in shifting the pairwise representation of tastants toward 302 

similarities in predicted actions (lick left vs lick right). Planning related signals consisted in activity 303 

which was predictive of the same licking direction regardless of the gustatory cue. 304 

Recategorization and planning were not isolated in different temporal windows, but rather 305 

intertwined during the delay epoch, suggesting that perceptual and decisional processes do not 306 

segregate in time. It is worth noting that this dynamic processing was not achieved through the 307 

activation of mutually exclusive neurons, as the same units could process multiple sensory and 308 

task-related variables (Supplementary Figure 2B). This result argues against the existence of 309 

cognitive labeled lines in GC.  310 

In summary, our results demonstrate that, while the specific temporal structure and the 311 

variables encoded in GC firing rates may vary from task to task and depending on experimental 312 

conditions, the temporal multiplexing of sensory and cognitive signals is a fundamental mode of 313 

function of GC.  314 

 315 

Functional role of GC 316 
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GC has been implicated in multiple functions related to taste processing, taste learning and 317 

taste expectation [1, 9, 31, 32]. Recent evidence also suggests that GC can be involved in taste-318 

based decision making [16, 33]. Recordings from GC of rats consuming tastants delivered through 319 

an intraoral cannula demonstrate that sudden and coherent changes in ensemble activity predict 320 

gapes – an innate orofacial behavior aimed at expelling aversive tastants [16]. Optogenetic 321 

experiments, showing that silencing GC prior to this transition in activity delays the onset of gapes, 322 

confirm the importance of this area in driving this ingestive decision. While important and novel, 323 

the work described above has focused exclusively on innate, ingestive responses evoked by 324 

aversive stimuli. A recent set of electrophysiological experiments relied on a 2-AC task to 325 

investigate GC activity related to decision making in the context of a structured, reward-oriented 326 

paradigm [33]. While GC showed patterns of activity consistent with decision making, it appeared 327 

less engaged by the task than the orbitofrontal cortex, raising the possibility that task-related 328 

activity might be epiphenomenal in GC. Evidence in the rodent’s brain of global preparatory 329 

signals [22] that are not necessarily instructive of behavior further raises questions on the role of 330 

reward-related, decision making activity in GC. Our experiments were explicitly designed for an 331 

in-depth investigation of patterns of firing activity associated with a 2-AC, and for a test of their 332 

behavioral significance. The reliance on restrained subjects and the use of a delay period before 333 

the decision allowed us to record task-related signals in the absence of overt movements associated 334 

with a 2-AC in freely moving rodents. Manipulation of GC activity unveiled a role for GC activity 335 

in the 2-AC task. Chemogenetic silencing resulted in a significant reduction of performance, 336 

pointing at GC playing a role in the execution of the task. Temporally restricted optogenetic 337 

silencing (through activation of PV-positive GABAergic neurons) allowed us to investigate the 338 

contribution of GC activity in different epochs, parsing apart the role of sensory and task-related 339 

signals. Silencing GC around the sampling epoch – a time in which chemosensory processing 340 

occurs with little or no cognitive signaling - had no impact on behavioral performance. On the 341 

contrary, silencing during the delay epoch – a window during which we observed firing related to 342 

taste recategorization and licking direction planning – significantly reduced the performance.  343 

In summary, the ineffectiveness of silencing during the sampling epoch indicates that the 344 

contribution of GC to a taste-based, 2-AC is not in merely detecting gustatory stimuli at the time 345 

of licking. Nevertheless, our results point at the importance of the integration of perceptual 346 

(recategorization) and cognitive (planning) activity during the delay epoch for reward-related 347 
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licking decisions. Altogether the data presented here demonstrate that the function of GC goes 348 

beyond chemosensory processing and beyond controlling the timing of naturalistic, aversive 349 

reactions, as it is also engaged in reward-related decision making.   350 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS  363 

Experimental subjects 364 

Experiments were performed on 24 adult male mice (10-20 weeks old).  Only male mice 365 

were used to limit the potential variability that may be introduced by estrous cycle in female mice. 366 

Sixteen C57BL/6 mice (Charles River) were used for electrophysiological recordings and 367 

chemogenetic experiments. Eight PV-Cre mice (The Jackson Laboratory, Stock # 017320) were 368 

used for optogenetic experiments. Mice were group housed and maintained on a 12 h light/dark 369 

cycle with ad libitum access to food and water unless otherwise specified. All experimental 370 

protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Stony Brook 371 

University, and complied with university, state, and federal regulations on the care and use of 372 

laboratory animals.  373 

 374 

Adeno-associated viral constructs 375 

For chemogenetic experiments, we used the following viral constructs: AAV8-hSyn-376 

hM4Di-mCherry (7.4 x 1012 vg/ml, UNC vector core or Duke Viral Vector Core) and AAV8-377 

hSyn-mCherry (2 x 1013 vg/ml, Duke Viral Vector Core). For optogenetic experiments, we used 378 

AAV5-EF1α-double floxed-hChR2(H134R)-EYFP-WPRE-HGHpA (7.7 x 1012 vg/ml, Addgene, 379 

catalog #: 20298-AAV5) and AAV5-EF1α-DIO-EYFP (1.3 x 1013 vg/ml, Addgene, catalog #: 380 

27056-AAV5). 381 

 382 

Surgical procedures for viral injections, fiber optic cannulae and electrodes implantation  383 

Mice were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of a cocktail of ketamine (70 384 

mg/kg) and dexmedetomidine (1 mg/kg). Once fully anesthetized, they were placed on a 385 

stereotaxic apparatus. The depth of anesthesia was monitored regularly via visual inspection of 386 

breathing rate, whisking and by periodically assessing the tail reflex. A heating pad (DC 387 

temperature control system, FHC, Bowdoin, ME) was used to maintain body temperature at 35°C. 388 

Once a surgical plane of anesthesia was achieved, the animal’s head was shaved, cleaned and 389 

disinfected (with iodine solution and 70% alcohol) and fixed on a stereotaxic holder. For viral 390 

injections, a small craniotomy was bilaterally drilled above GC (AP: +1.2 mm, ML: ±3.5 mm 391 

relative to bregma). A pulled glass pipette front-loaded with the viral constructs was lowered into 392 

GC (-2.0 mm from brain surface). 100-150 nl of virus was injected at 1 nl/s with a microinjection 393 
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syringe pump (UMP3T-1, World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL). Following injection, we 394 

waited additional 5 minutes before slowly pulling the pipette out. For optogenetic experiment, two 395 

tapered fiber optic cannulae [34] (Ø 200 µm core, emitting length = 1 mm, NA = 0.39, Optogenix, 396 

Lecce, Italy) were slowly lowered into GC (-1.85 mm from the brain surface) after virus injections 397 

(Supplementary Figure 1C).  For electrophysiological experiments, craniotomies were opened 398 

above the left GC (AP: 1.2 mm, ML: 3.5 mm relative to bregma) and above the visual cortex for 399 

implanting movable bundles of 8 tetrodes (Sandvik-Kanthal, PX000004) and ground wires (A-M 400 

system, Cat. No. 781000), respectively. During surgery, tetrodes and reference wires (200 k  - 401 

300 k  for tetrodes and 20 k  - 30 k  for reference wires) were lowered above GC (1.2 mm 402 

below the cortical surface). Movable bundles were further lowered 300 µm before the first day of 403 

recordings and ~80 µm after each recording session. Tetrodes, ground wires and a head screw (for 404 

the purpose of head restraint) were cemented to the skull with dental acrylic (Hygenic Perm Reline, 405 

Coltene). Before implantation, tetrodes were coated with a fluorescent dye (DiI; Sigma-Aldrich), 406 

which allowed us to verify placement at the end of each experiment (Supplementary Figure 1A). 407 

Animals were allowed to recover for a minimum of 7 days before water restriction regimen and 408 

training began. 409 

 410 

Taste-based, two-alternative choice task 411 

Once recovered from surgery, mice were water restricted with 1.5 ml water daily for 1 412 

week before training. Mice were head-restrained and trained in a custom-built setup to perform the 413 

taste-based 2-AC task, which was inspired by the object location discrimination task [18, 35]. The 414 

behavioral setup consisted of one central spout and two lateral spouts. Starting and ending position 415 

of the spouts and their speed were controlled by Zaber motors (X-LSM, Zaber) via LabView 416 

software. In addition, a movable aspiration line was used to clean the central spout by aspiring 417 

residues of the tastant drop after each trial. The central spout consisted of 5 independent metal 418 

tubes, each one connected to its taste line. Gustatory stimuli (sucrose [100 mM], maltose [300 419 

mM], quinine [0.5 mM] and sucrose octaacetate [0.5 mM], Sigma-Aldrich) were delivered in ~2 420 

µl droplets by a gravity-based taste delivery system. The lateral spouts consist of two metal tubes 421 

and were used to deliver a drop of water (~3 µl) as reward. The tips of two lateral spouts were 422 

spaced 5 mm apart from each other. Licking signals were detected with licking detectors [36], 423 

which were activated by the tongue’s contact with the metal spouts.  424 
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Mice were trained to associate sucrose (S) and quinine (Q) delivered from the central spout 425 

with water reward at the left lateral spout, and to associate maltose (M) and sucrose octaacetate 426 

(SO) delivered from the central spout with water reward at the right lateral spout. At each trial, the 427 

central spout containing a preformed drop of a tastant (pseudo-randomly chosen from S, M, Q and 428 

SO) moved close to the mouse, and started to retract once licking to the central spout was detected. 429 

This configuration resulted in a short window for sampling (~500 ms). After a delay period 430 

(average interval between the last lick for the center spout and the first lick for a lateral spout was 431 

2 s), two lateral spouts advanced, allowing the mouse to make a lateral lick and report the choice. 432 

The first lick to either of the lateral spouts was counted as the choice. A correct lateral spout choice 433 

triggered a drop of water, while an incorrect choice triggered a time out (5 s) before the onset of 434 

the inter-trial interval. A timeout before the inter-trial interval was also triggered if the mouse 435 

failed to sample the tastants from the central spout, or failed to lick to either one of the two lateral 436 

spouts. The inter-trial interval was 6 ± 1 s. 437 

To minimize the influence of non-gustatory cues (valve clicks, odor of tastants) on animal’s 438 

performance, experimental precautions were adopted.  A fan was used to blow away the possible 439 

odor of tastants, and constant white noise was played to mask the sound of valve clicks. In addition, 440 

control experiments were performed to verify the reliance on gustatory cues in the performance of 441 

the task. A group of well-trained mice (>75% correct choices for more than 3 days in a row; n= 5) 442 

was tested in a behavioral session in which gustatory stimuli were replaced with water. Under 443 

these conditions, performance dropped to chance level (water vs tastants, 0.530 ± 0.035 vs 0.862 444 

± 0.031, paired t-test, t(4) = -6.15, p = 0.003), confirming that taste information was essential to 445 

discriminate the four gustatory stimuli.  446 

 447 

Electrophysiological recordings  448 

Single units were recorded via a multichannel acquisition processor (MAP data acquisition 449 

system, Plexon, Dallas, TX) in mice performing the taste-based 2-AC task. Signals were amplified, 450 

bandpass filtered (300–8000 Hz), and digitized at 40k Hz. Single units were isolated by threshold 451 

detection, and were further sorted offline through principal component analysis using Offline 452 

Sorter (Plexon, Dallas, TX). Tetrodes were lowered ~80 µm after each recording session to avoid 453 

sampling the same neurons. In total, we recorded 214 neurons from 5 mice in 21 sessions; the 454 

average yield was 42.5 neurons per mouse and 10.2 neurons per session.  455 
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 456 

Data Analysis 457 

Data analysis was performed using Neuroexplorer (Plexon, Dallas, TX) and custom scripts 458 

written in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA). 459 

 460 

Behavioral analysis 461 

Task performance was measured as the fraction of correct trials over the total number of 462 

correct and error trials. Error trials were defined as trials in which mice licked to the wrong lateral 463 

spout. Trials with no licking to the central or lateral spouts were excluded from analysis. Normally 464 

these trials occurred at the end of the session. 465 

 466 

Taste-evoked response 467 

Single unit spike timestamps were aligned to the first lick at the central spout. Perievent 468 

rasters of individual units were used to construct perstimulus time histograms (PSTH, 100 ms bin 469 

size). Taste-selective activity was assessed by examining firing rates averaged across trials and 470 

over a 500 ms window after the first central lick. Firing rates in S, M, Q and SO trials were 471 

compared using a Kruskal-Wallis test (a neuron was deemed taste selective if p < 0.05).  Only 472 

neurons showing taste selectivity were further analyzed to assess the modulation evoked by a 473 

specific tastant. For each tastant, mean firing rates in a 500 ms window after the first lick to the 474 

central spout were compared with mean firing rates in a 500 ms window prior to the first lick to 475 

the central spout using a Wilcoxon rank sum test (a neuron was deemed responsive to a certain 476 

tastant if the p < 0.01).  477 

 478 

Population decoding of taste information 479 

To characterize the temporal dynamics of gustatory processing in GC,  we first applied a 480 

population decoder (Neural Decoding Toolbox, www.readout.info) [37]. Neurons recorded across 481 

different sessions were used to construct a pseudo population. The results presented are from 181 482 

out of 214 neurons, as only neurons with at least 30 trials for each tastant were used to ensure 483 

robustness of classification. The results were confirmed when we relaxed the trial number 484 

constraint to 11 and included all neurons (n = 214). Spike timestamps for each neuron were aligned 485 

to the first lick of the central spout (time 0) and were binned (bin size = 100 ms) to construct a 486 
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firing rate matrix, where each row represents a trial and each column represents a bin. The matrix 487 

is composed of spikes occurring from time 0 to time 2.5 s. Firing rates were normalized to Z-488 

scores. Data were randomly divided into 10 splits, out of which 9 were used to train the classifier 489 

(max correlation coefficient) and the remaining 1 was used to test the classifier. This process was 490 

repeated 10 times, each time with different training and testing splits, to compute the decoding 491 

accuracy.  Decoding accuracy within the 0-0.5 s temporal windows was averaged to represent the 492 

decoding accuracy for the sampling epoch. Decoding accuracy within the 0.5-1.5 s and 1.5 – 2.5 s 493 

temporal windows were averaged to represent the decoding accuracy during the delay. The 494 

decoding procedure was further repeated 10 times to compute the variation of the decoding 495 

accuracy for the sampling and delay epoch. In addition to the decoding accuracy, the confusion 496 

matrices within 0-0.5 s, 0.5-1.5 s and 1.5-2.5 s temporal windows were also computed.   497 

 498 

Visualization of population activity with principal component analysis (PCA) 499 

To visualize the population activity, we applied PCA. Specifically, neurons recorded across 500 

different sessions (n = 214) were used to construct a pseudo population.  For each neuron, spike 501 

timestamps were aligned to the first lick of the central spout (time 0) and PSTHs were computed 502 

(bin size = 100 ms, window = 0-2.5 s). A firing rate matrix was constructed for the pseudo 503 

population, where each row represents a bin and each column represents a neuron. We used PCA 504 

to find the principal component coefficients of the matrix, and applied the coefficients to the 505 

population activity evoked by S, Q, M, and SO. Population activity was projected onto the PC 506 

space. Only the first 3 PCs were used for visualization and analysis. PCA results were confirmed 507 

also when the analysis was performed exclusively on neurons with at least 30 trials for each tastant 508 

(n = 181). 509 

 510 

Pairwise distance between taste-evoked activities 511 

      To calculate the pairwise distance between taste-evoked activity, we applied a receiver 512 

operator characteristic (ROC) analysis for each single unit (n = 214).  Single unit spike timestamps 513 

were aligned to the first lick of the central spout and PSTHs were constructed (bin size is 100 ms) 514 

for the 4 different tastants. The area under the ROC curve (auROC) was used to compute the 515 

auROC distance in neural activity between a pair of tastants: auROC_Dtastant-pair = | 2 × (auROC -516 

0.5) |, ranging from 0 to 1, where 0 represents similar firing and 1 represents different firing for 517 
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the pair of tastants. Distance in neural activity evoked by tastant-pairs associated with the same 518 

actions was computed as: Distance = ½ × (auROC_DS-Q + auROC_DM-SO); and distance in neural 519 

activity evoked by tastant-pairs with same qualities was computed as: Distance = ½  × (auROC_DS-520 

M + auROC_DQ-SO). The results were confirmed when we only analyzed neurons with at least 30 521 

trials for each tastant (n = 181). 522 

 523 

Preparatory activity during the delay epoch 524 

Preparatory activity was first assessed only in correct trials. Single unit spike timestamps 525 

were aligned to the first lick of the lateral spout and PSTHs were constructed (bin size is 100 ms). 526 

ROC analysis [21] was then used to compare mean firing rates between left and right correct trials 527 

in a 1 s window before the first lateral lick. Specifically, the area under the ROC curve (auROC) 528 

was used to calculate the direction preference as: direction preference = 2 × (auROC-0.5). 529 

Direction preference ranged from -1 to 1, where -1 means complete preference for left trials (higher 530 

firing rate in left trials, see Neuron #1 in Figure 3B), 1 means complete preference for right trials 531 

(higher firing rate in right trials, see Neuron #2 in Figure 3B) and 0 means no preference (similar 532 

firing rate between left and right trials). To assess the significance of direction preference, we used 533 

a permutation test where left/right correct trials were shuffled without replacement. Data were 534 

shuffled 1000 times and the pseudo preference was calculated for each iteration of the shuffling. 535 

The p value was computed by comparing the actual preference with the pseudo preference. We 536 

used a criteria p < 0.01 to determine significance. Neurons with significant direction preference 537 

during the delay were defined as preparatory neurons, and the activity during the delay was deemed 538 

as preparatory activity. 539 

Preparatory neurons were further analyzed to extract information about taste selectivity. 540 

For assessing taste selectivity, we compared activity between S and Q trials (left trials), or activity 541 

between M and SO trials (right trials) during the delay epoch (1 s before first lateral lick). We used 542 

a similar ROC analysis to quantify taste selectivity, calculated as: taste selectivity = | 2 × (auROC-543 

0.5) |, ranging from 0 to 1, where 0 represents no selectivity between tastants (similar firing rates 544 

between S and Q trials, or between M and Q trials) and 1 represents high selectivity between 545 

tastants. We used the same permutation procedure described above to test for significance of taste 546 

response selectivity. A neuron was deemed to be taste-selective during the delay epoch if it showed 547 

either significant selectivity between S and Q or between M and SO trials. To compare taste 548 
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selectivity and direction preference for each neuron, the maximum selectivity between the two pair 549 

of tastants was used (Figure 3F).  550 

 551 

Classification of correct and error trials 552 

To analyze the relationship between preparatory activity and actions, we applied the 553 

population decoder mentioned above to the classification of correct and error trials. Preparatory 554 

neurons recorded across sessions (49 out of 89 neurons, only neurons with at least 10 error trials 555 

for both left and right trials were used) were grouped to construct a pseudo population. Spike 556 

timestamps for each neuron were aligned to the first lick of the lateral spout (time 0) and binned 557 

(bin size = 100 ms) to construct a firing rate matrix, where each row represents a trial and each 558 

column represents a bin. The matrix was composed of spikes occurring from time -2 to time 1 s. 559 

Firing rates were normalized to Z-scores. Data were randomly divided into 10 splits, out of which 560 

9 splits were used to train the classifier (max correlation coefficient) and the remaining 1 split was 561 

used for testing it. This process was repeated 10 times, each time with different training and testing 562 

splits, to compute classification accuracy.  We first applied the decoder trained with S and Q trials 563 

(including same number of correct and error trials) to classify whether trials were correct or 564 

incorrect. We then applied the decoder trained with M and SO trials (including same number of 565 

correct and error trials) to classify the correct/error trials. The overall classification accuracy of 566 

correct/error trials was represented as the averaged classification accuracy calculated for S/Q trials 567 

and M/SO trials.  568 

To evaluate whether classification accuracy was above chance, we first shuffled the labels 569 

for correct and error trials, then trained the decoder on shuffled data to compute the null 570 

distribution of classification accuracy. Classification accuracy with p < 0.001 was deemed 571 

significantly different from the chance (Figure 3G, grey bar).   572 

In addition, we calculated the direction preference for error trials. Preparatory neurons with 573 

at least 10 error trials for both left and right trials (49 out of 89 neurons) were included in this 574 

analysis. We used the same permutation test described above to calculate the significance of 575 

direction preference in error trials. In total, 12 out of 49 (24.49%) preparatory neurons show 576 

significant direction preference in error trials (red dots in Figure 3H).  577 

 578 

 579 
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Analysis of the orofacial movements 580 

Oro-motor activity was recorded at a rate of 30 frames per second with a camera placed in 581 

front of the mouse face. Images were acquired and synchronized with recorded of neural activity 582 

by Cineplex software (Plexon, Dallas, TX) and imported in Matlab for offline analysis. Only 583 

videos of orofacial movements from sessions where neurons showed direction preference were 584 

used (16 sessions) were included in this analysis. Movements of the orofacial region for each 585 

mouse were assessed by frame-by-frame video analysis [12, 13]. Briefly, a region of interest (ROI) 586 

was drawn around the animal’s mouth. Then we computed the absolute difference of the average 587 

pixel intensity of the entire ROIs across consecutive frames around the first lateral lick (time 0, 588 

Supplementary Figure 3). Changes in pixel intensity values of the orofacial region were 589 

normalized to background changes in pixel intensity obtained from a second ROI drawn away 590 

from the orofacial region. This allowed us correcting for changes due to fluctuations in background 591 

light intensity. Orofacial movement was represented as change in pixel intensity. We applied the 592 

same ROC analysis described above to compute the direction preference based on the change in 593 

pixel intensity in left and right correct trials. Significance of the direction preference was inferred 594 

with the permutation test described above. 595 

 596 

Chemogenetic manipulation of GC 597 

See section on “Surgical procedures for viral injections, fiber optic cannulae and 598 

electrodes implantation” for surgical procedures. Mice with GC neurons infected with hM4Di-599 

mCherry (n = 6) or mCherry (n=5) were used in these experiments. After learning the task and 600 

showing stable performances (correct choices > 75%) for more than three consecutive days, mice 601 

received intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection of saline (10 ml/kg body weight) or clozapine N-oxide 602 

(CNO, 10 mg/kg, 10 ml/kg, Sigma). Drugs (saline or CNO) were administered 30-40 minutes prior 603 

to the start of the behavioral sessions. CNO was stored at -20 ºC and dissolved in saline (0.9%) to 604 

reach the final concentration (1 mg/ml). CNO doses were chosen based on previously published 605 

work [38]. Behavioral performance was computed as described above and compared across days 606 

with a paired t-test.  607 

 608 

Optogenetic manipulation of GC  609 
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See section on “Surgical proceduresfor viral injections, fiber optic cannulae and 610 

electrodes implantation” for surgical procedures.  PV-Cre mice with GC neurons infected with 611 

DIO-ChR2-EYFP (n = 4) or DIO-EYFP (n = 4) and with implanted tapered fiber optic cannulae 612 

were used in these experiments. A 473 nm laser (473 nm, 100 mW DPSS laser system, Opto 613 

Engine LLC) was used to deliver the light. Two 470 nm LEDs were placed in front of each mouse, 614 

delivering on/off flashes at 20 Hz. LED flashing lights acted as a background masking stimulus 615 

for the laser used for photostimulation. Only 30% of the behavioral trials were randomly stimulated 616 

with the light from the laser (20 Hz, 3~4 mW). For silencing of the sampling epoch, a 1 s long 617 

pulsing light (20 Hz) was delivered from 0.5 s before to 0.5 s after the first lick to the central spout. 618 

For silencing of the delay epoch, photostimulation was delivered for 2 s after the central lick. Each 619 

mouse received 2-3 sessions of photostimulation covering the sampling epoch, and 3 sessions of 620 

photostimulation during the delay. Sessions with stimulation covering the sampling epoch were 621 

alternated with sessions for stimulation during the delay epoch. For the various conditions (i.e., 622 

silencing during sampling, silencing during delay, experimental mice and control mice), 623 

performance was compared between trials with light on and light off using a paired t-test.  624 

 625 

Histological staining 626 

Mice were deeply anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of 627 

ketamine/dexmedetomidine (140 mg/kg, 2 mg/kg) and were intracardially perfused with PBS 628 

followed by 4% paraformaldehyde. The brain was post-fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde 629 

overnight, cryoprotected with 30% sucrose for 3 days, and was then sectioned with a cryostat into 630 

50 µm coronal slices. For visualizing electrode tracks or the expression of the AAV constructs, 631 

slices were counterstained with Hoechst 33342 (1:5000 dilution, H3570, ThermoFisher, Waltham, 632 

MA) using standard techniques.  633 

 634 

  635 
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FIGURES and LEGENDS 636 

 637 

Figure 1. Taste-based, two-alternative choice task. A, Diagram showing a head-fixed mouse 638 

sampling tastants from a central spout and responding with appropriate licking. B, Top panel: 639 

representative raster plots of licking activity during a behavioral session. Each row represents a 640 

single trial, and each cyan tick represents a lick. The green horizontal bars represent correct trials 641 

and the magenta horizontal bars represent errors. Bottom panel: schematic diagram of the taste-642 

based, 2-AC with its three epochs: sampling, delay and lateral licks. C, Bar plots showing the 643 

average duration of taste sampling (i.e. how long mice licked to the central spout during the 644 

sampling epoch) for each stimulus (sucrose: S, quinine: Q, maltose: M, sucrose octaacetate, SO). 645 

D, Bar plots showing the average reaction time from the end of taste sampling to the first lateral 646 

lick for left (blue) and right (red) trials. E, Bar plots showing the duration of lateral licks for left 647 

(blue) and right (red) correct trials. F, Bar plots showing the average of behavioral performance 648 

(fraction of correct choices) for the four gustatory stimuli. In C-F bar plots (n = 16 mice), error 649 

bars represent standard error of the mean (SEM). 650 

  651 
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 652 

Figure 2. Taste representation in GC. A, Schematic showing the trial structure. The gray bar 653 

represents the temporal window (500 ms, sampling epoch) in which we analyzed taste responses. 654 

Time 0 represents the first lick to the central spout. B, Raster plot and PSTH for a representative 655 

neuron showing responses to the four taste stimuli. Dashed lines at time 0 represent the first lick 656 

to the central spout. C, Pie chart showing the proportion of taste responsive (gray) and non-657 

responsive (white) neurons. D, Bar plots showing the fraction of taste responsive neurons 658 

modulated by each of the four gustatory stimuli used. E, Bar plots showing population decoding 659 

accuracy for three different temporal windows. Time 0 is the first lick to the central spout. 660 

Temporal window from 0 to 0.5 s: sampling epoch; windows from 0.5 to 1.5 s and 1.5 to 2.5 s: 661 

delay epoch. Bars represent the mean, and error bars represent SEM. One-way ANOVA and post 662 
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hoc Tukey’s HSD test, * p<0.5; n.s. indicates not significant. F, Confusion matrix showing 663 

decoding performance for each tastant in the three different temporal windows (left, 0-0.5 s; 664 

middle, 0.5-1.5 s; right, 1.5-2.5 s). G, Trajectories of population activity in PC space for responses 665 

to each of the 4 gustatory stimuli. “1” represents the first bin (i.e. 0-100 ms) following the first lick 666 

to the central spout. The blue and red shaded areas highlight the convergence at the end of the 667 

delay (2.2-2.5 s) of S/Q-evoked activity and M/SO-evoked activity respectively. H, Temporal 668 

profiles of Euclidean distance in PC space. Blue curve: Euclidean distance between S and Q-669 

evoked trajectories; red curve: Euclidean distance between M and SO-evoked trajectories. I, Time 670 

course of pairwise difference in firing responses for different tastants. The magenta trace shows 671 

the average distance for pairs of tastants associated with the same actions. The black trace shows 672 

the average distance for pairs of tastants associated with same qualities. Shading represent SEM. 673 

The thick horizontal black bar represents times at which the auROC distance is significantly 674 

different across the two groups (t-test with p < 0.05/25).    675 

  676 
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 677 

Figure 3. Preparatory activity in GC.  A, Schematic of trial structure. The gray bar highlights 678 

the temporal window (1 s) used to analyze preparatory activity. Time 0 represents the first lick to 679 

the lateral spout. B, Raster plots and PSTHs of two representative neurons showing direction-680 

selective, preparatory activity. The neuron on the left (Neuron #1) displays higher firing rates 681 

during the delay period preceding left licks (blue ticks and blue line for raster plot and PSTH, 682 

respectively); the neuron on the right (Neuron #2) displays higher firing rates in anticipation of 683 

right licks (red ticks and red line for raster plot and PSTH, respectively). Time 0 represents the 684 

first lick to the lateral spout. C, Histogram of direction preference during the delay epoch. Blue 685 

and red bars represent neurons with statistically significant direction preference for left- and right-686 

correct trials, respectively. Gray bars represent neurons with no significant direction preference 687 
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(similar firing rate between left and right correct trials).  D, Heatmap showing the time course of 688 

direction preference. Each row represents a single neuron (only neurons with direction preference 689 

are shown). Time 0 is the first lick to the lateral spout. White traces superimposed on the heatmap 690 

represent the average direction preference for neurons with leftward (preference < 0, bottom) and 691 

rightward (preference >0, up) preference. E, Raster plots and PSTHs for one neuron showing 692 

preparatory activity and taste selectivity during the delay epoch. On the left (left trials), raster plot 693 

and PSTH for sucrose (S, brown) and quinine (Q, green) trials; on the right (right trials), raster plot 694 

and PSTH for maltose (M, gold) and sucrose octaacetate (SO, blue) trials. Time 0 is the first lick 695 

to the lateral spout. F, Scatter plot showing the relationship between max taste selectivity and the 696 

absolute value of direction preference. Each dot (pink and gray) represents a neuron with 697 

significant direction preference (py < 0.01); Gray dots represent neurons that also show taste 698 

selectivity during the delay epoch (px,y < 0.01). The gray dot with the red arrow represents the 699 

neuron shown in panel E. G, Time course of classification accuracy for correct and error trials. 700 

Time 0 represents the first lick to the lateral spout. The red horizontal dashed line represents 701 

classification accuracy at chance level (0.5). The thick horizontal black bar represents times with 702 

classification accuracy that is significantly higher than chance level (permutation test, p < 0.001). 703 

Shading represents the 99.5% confidence interval. H, Scatter plot showing direction preference in 704 

correct and error trials. Each dot represents a neuron with significant direction preference in correct 705 

trials. Orange points represent neurons that also show significant direction preference in error 706 

trials. Grey shaded areas highlight the quadrants in which neurons have comparable direction 707 

preference in correct and error trials regardless of the gustatory cue. The red arrow indicates the 708 

neuron shown in panel J. J, Raster plots and PSTHs for one neuron showing comparable direction 709 

preference in correct and error trials. Time 0 is the first lick to the lateral spout. Left, raster plots 710 

and PSTHs for correct (left licks, dark blue) and error (right lick, light red) trials in response to S 711 

and Q. Right, activity for correct (right lick, dark red) and error (left licks, light blue) trials in 712 

response to M and SO.  713 
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 715 
Figure 4. Behavioral effects of GC silencing. A, Sample histological section showing expression 716 

of hM4Di-mCherry (magenta) in GC. B, Behavioral performance (fraction of correct trials) after 717 

an i.p. injection of saline or CNO in mice with hM4Di-mCherry expression in GC (left, red, n = 718 

6) and only with mCherry expression in GC (right, gray, n = 5). Bar plots: mean value of the 719 

performance. Paired t-test, * p<0.05, n.s. not significant. C, Sample histological section showing 720 

the expression of ChR2-EYFP (green) in GC and the track of the tapered fiber optic cannula. D, 721 

Top panel, schematic of trial structure and period of photostimulation (1 s, covering the sampling 722 

epoch). Bottom panel, behavioral performance without and with light stimulation in PV-Cre mice 723 

injected in GC with ChR2-EYFP (left, blue, 11 animal-session pairs), and with a control construct 724 

(EYFP; right, gray, 12 animal-session pairs). Bar plots: mean value of the performance. Paired t-725 

test, n.s. not significant. E, Top panel, schematic of trial structure and period of the 726 

photostimulation (2 s long, covering the delay epoch). Bottom panel, behavioral performance in 727 

experimental (left, blue, 12 animal-session pairs) and control PV-Cre mice (right, gray, 12 animal-728 

session pairs). Bar plots represent the mean value of the performance. Paired t-test, *** p<0.001 729 

 730 
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